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Notes on Regular Expressions

Regular expressions are frequently used to search through files for contents we are interested in. A
regular expression is a way to specify a pattern in a string. Regular expressions or regexes are used
in many Unix commands such as grep, sed and awk. Edtiors such as vi also allow one to search
for content in files using regular expressions.

Many of the examples in this document relate to a file called census.csv that contains the frequency
of occurrence of various last names in the US in the year 2000, as published by the United States
Census Bureau. The file has various comma-separated fields: last name (all upper case), the rank
of a last name in the US in terms of occurrence, the number of people who have the last name in
the US, etc. Here are the top 11 lines of this file. The first line is the header line.

name,rank,count,prop100k,cum_prop100k,pctwhite,pctblack,pctapi,pctaian,pct2prace,pcthispanic
SMITH,1,2376206,1727.02,1727.02,73.35,22.22,0.40,0.85,1.63,1.56
JOHNSON,2,1857160,1349.78,3076.79,61.55,33.80,0.42,0.91,1.82,1.50
WILLIAMS,3,1534042,1114.94,4191.73,48.52,46.72,0.37,0.78,2.01,1.60
BROWN,4,1380145,1003.08,5194.81,60.71,34.54,0.41,0.83,1.86,1.64
JONES,5,1362755,990.44,6185.26,57.69,37.73,0.35,0.94,1.85,1.44
MILLER,6,1127803,819.68,7004.94,85.81,10.41,0.42,0.63,1.31,1.43
DAVIS,7,1072335,779.37,7784.31,64.73,30.77,0.40,0.79,1.73,1.58
GARCIA,8,858289,623.80,8408.11,6.17,0.49,1.43,0.58,0.51,90.81
RODRIGUEZ,9,804240,584.52,8992.63,5.52,0.54,0.58,0.24,0.41,92.70
WILSON,10,783051,569.12,9561.75,69.72,25.32,0.46,1.03,1.74,1.73

1 Expressing Character Classes

When writing a regular expression, we can provide a set of characters that can match. To express
a character class, we enclose a set of characters within square brackets, [ and ]. For example, the
following command looks for the presence of the upper-case X, Y or Z in the file census.csv.

$grep -E ’[XYZ]’ census.csv | more

The following commands will let us get a count of how many last names are there with either X,
Y or Z in the file census.csv.
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$ grep -E ’[XYZ]’ census.csv | wc -l
26864

We can provide a set of characters as character range, if they form a range in “natural” order. For
example, the previous command can have been written as

$ grep -E ’[X-Z]’ census.csv | wc -l
26864

Of course, we can provide a longer range of characters in our regular expression. In this file, the
characters in the header line are in lower case, but every data line has all words spelled out in
upper case. Thus, we have the following.

$ grep -E ’[a-z]’ census.csv | wc -l
1

There are 151,671 data ”records” or lines in this file.

$ grep -E ’[A-Z]’ census.csv | wc -l
151671

We can even write character classes such as [0-9a-zA-Z]. Here there are three character ranges in
the class. The character ranges are written without space. If we want to see the count of lines in
the file that have a space in them, we can do the following. If we want to know if an X, Y, or Z is
followed by an uppercased vowel, we can write the following.

$ grep -E ’[X-Z][AEIOU]’ census.csv | wc -l
10281

$ grep -E ’[ ]’ census.csv | wc -l
0

That means the way the lines are written in this file, there are no empty spaces at all.

Several repetition classes have been pre-defined. For example, such a pre-defined character class is
[:upper:] for upper case alphabetic characters.

$ grep -E ’[[:upper:]]’ census.csv | wc -l
151671
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Note that we have to use two square bracket pairs. The following gives us the count of last names
in the census.csv file that have at least three characters in them.

$ grep -E ’[[:upper:]][[:upper:]][[:upper:]]’ census.csv | wc -l
151496

Here are some other character classes that are pre-defined.

[:alpha:] All alphabetic characters. This character class is equivalent to the class [a-zA-Z].

[:lower:] All lower case letters. This character class is equivalent to the class [a-z].

[:digit:] All digits. This character class is equivalent to the class [0-9].

[:alnum;] All alphanumeric characters. This character class is equivalent to the class [0-9a-zA-Z].

[:blank:] This class is equivalent to the class [ \t], i.e., the class containing the blank space
and the tab character.

[:space:] This character class is equivalent to the character class [\t\n\v\f\r ], i.e., the class
containing the tab, the newline, the vertical tab, the form-feed, the return and the space
characters.

We can negate the meaning of a character class by using ^ as the first element of a square-bracketed
character class. For example, [^AEIOU] means a character class that matches all characters that are
not upper case vowels. This class included not only letters, but also digits, punctuation symbols,
control characters, etc. The class, [^[:lower:]] means a class that contains all characters that
are not lower case alphabetic characters. Similarly, the class, [^[:upper:][:lower:]] is a class
that contains all characters but the alphabetic characters.

There are certain lines in the census.csv file that contain non-alphanumeric characters. Non-
alphanumeric characters that occur in this file include ., (, ), _ and ,. A close examination of the
file shows us the non-alphanumeric characters that occur. For example,

$ grep -E ’[()]’ census.csv | more

shows us lines such as

YU,874,36285,26.37,76428.94,1.45,(S),96.22,(S),1.68,0.56
PHAN,1193,26903,19.55,83649.35,1.82,(S),94.79,(S),2.46,0.65
XIONG,1219,26336,19.14,84151.74,0.30,(S),94.70,(S),4.66,0.29
CHO,1277,25305,18.39,85239.64,1.79,(S),95.57,(S),1.85,0.65
CHU,1328,24381,17.72,86160.00,2.47,(S),93.37,(S),2.76,1.22
NGO,1355,23980,17.43,86634.25,1.14,(S),95.84,(S),2.13,0.61
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However, the following command gives us an answer of zero lines.

$ grep -E ’[^[:alnum:],.()_]’ census.csv | wc -l
0

That means we have no lines in the file that contain characters belonging to the class [^[:alnum:],.()_].
This class contains characters that are not alphanumeric, and also not one of the symbols ,, ., (,
) or _.

2 Providing Repetition Count

Number of last names with at least 13 or 15 letters in them

$ grep -E ’[[:upper:]]{13}’ census.csv | wc -l
$ grep -E ’[[:upper:]]{15}’ census.csv | wc -l
$ grep -E ’\<[[:upper:]]{15}\>’ census.csv | wc -l
23
$ grep -E ’\<[[:upper:]]{12}\>’ census.csv | wc -l
1190

3 Expressing Anchors

We can specify where the regex matching should take place. For example, \B says that it is not a
word boundary. The beginning of a line, the ending of line, punctuation marks, empty spaces, etc.,
are word boundaries.

$ grep -E ’\BSON\B’ census.csv | wc -l
123

The caret sign in the beginning of a regular expression anchors the matches to the beginning a line.
The following is looking for lines that begin with SON and the N doesn’t end in a word break.

$ grep -E ’^SON\B’ app_c.csv | more
SONG,1962,16856,6.25,48692.24,2.08,0.39,95.12,0.06,1.91,0.43
SONNIER,5573,5719,2.12,61397.23,78.18,18.52,0.47,0.38,1.26,1.19
SONGER,9345,3201,1.19,67316.09,94.10,(S),(S),2.22,1.31,1.50
SONNENBERG,9578,3113,1.15,67590.83,96.34,0.19,0.80,0.32,0.58,1.77
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SONTAG,13240,2114,0.78,71072.71,95.32,0.43,0.61,0.33,1.32,1.99
SONS,13967,1983,0.74,71624.40,92.03,1.41,2.17,0.81,0.71,2.87
SONI,14755,1846,0.68,72186.30,5.15,0.76,82.83,0.43,7.42,3.41
SONNTAG,14799,1840,0.68,72213.63,95.16,(S),1.14,(S),1.63,1.68
SONES,18165,1413,0.52,74228.37,86.48,9.98,0.64,0.50,0.85,1.56

The following is looking for SON in the beginning of a line and the N ends in a word break.

$ grep -E ’^SON\b’ app_c.csv | more
SON,4189,7843,2.91,57972.90,12.69,1.82,78.59,0.37,2.97,3.56

4 Back-referencing

When we surround a sub-expression in parentheses, the subexpression is remembered by the regex
engine, and can be backreferenced using variables such as \1, \2, \3, etc.

$ grep -E ’([A-Z])\1’ census.csv | more
WILLIAMS,3,1534042,1114.94,4191.73,48.52,46.72,0.37,0.78,2.01,1.60
MILLER,6,1127803,819.68,7004.94,85.81,10.41,0.42,0.63,1.31,1.43
MOORE,16,698671,507.79,12740.44,68.85,26.92,0.37,0.65,1.70,1.50
LEE,22,605860,440.34,15538.69,40.09,17.41,37.83,1.03,2.30,1.34
HARRIS,24,593542,431.38,16404.49,53.88,41.63,0.36,0.65,2.02,1.45

$ grep -E ’([A-Z]+)\1\1’ census.csv | more
WILLLIAMS,84968,205,0.15,169161.85,39.02,56.10,0.00,(S),2.44,(S)
DELLLANO,97384,173,0.13,170827.87,14.45,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,85.55
III,128797,122,0.09,174168.59,54.10,23.77,(S),(S),4.92,9.84

$ grep -E ’([A-Z])([A-Z])\2\1’ census.csv | more
WILLIAMS,3,1534042,1114.94,4191.73,48.52,46.72,0.37,0.78,2.01,1.60
PHILLIPS,47,351848,255.72,23648.93,78.95,16.36,0.45,0.99,1.68,1.58
BENNETT,78,239055,173.74,30027.23,79.00,16.51,0.41,0.89,1.54,1.65
GUTIERREZ,96,212905,154.74,32940.58,5.21,0.25,1.40,0.33,0.42,92.39
WALLACE,113,190760,138.64,35418.71,71.76,23.73,0.43,0.73,1.72,1.64

$ grep -E ’([A-Z])([A-Z])([A-Z])\3\2\1’ census.csv | more
GALLAGHER,433,68075,49.48,60777.52,96.08,0.58,0.46,0.25,1.02,1.61
HANNAH,1717,19164,13.93,92273.15,70.59,25.32,0.47,0.56,1.71,1.35
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BRENNER,2106,15809,11.49,97177.13,96.15,0.37,0.50,0.42,0.90,1.65
RENNER,2448,13547,9.85,100814.85,95.92,0.72,0.35,0.39,0.84,1.78
GILLIGAN,5749,5519,4.01,121091.41,96.68,0.27,0.38,0.34,0.83,1.49
STAATS,6836,4532,3.29,125054.77,94.31,1.24,0.38,1.39,1.02,1.68

$ grep -E ’([A-Z])([A-Z])([A-Z])([A-Z])\4\3\2\1’ census.csv | more
TREFFERT,134037,116,0.08,174660.61,98.28,(S),0.00,0.00,0.00,(S)

$ grep -E ’([A-Z])([A-Z])([A-Z])([A-Z])[A-Z]\4\3\2\1’ census.csv | more
DELLAVALLE,30970,709,0.52,154716.45,94.50,(S),(S),0.00,1.13,3.67
TSINNIJINNIE,52714,369,0.27,162734.44,(S),0.00,(S),98.10,(S),0.00
PIETROFORTE,135837,114,0.08,174798.44,96.49,0.00,0.00,0.00,(S),(S)
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